I am applying to be The State Public Defender because I understand the current strengths
of our system that should be preserved; I am ready to address issues that need attention in order
to make our system stronger; and I am prepared to design a strategic plan that will move our
system forward so that it continues as a premier indigent criminal defense agency.
Client focused representation is what the CSPD should be all about. My goal as State
Public Defender is to ensure that the line lawyers and staff have the support and resources
necessary to give our clients the best representation possible. However, it is equally important
that the State Public Defender is focused on pushing criminal justice reform to impact our clients
at a more global level.
Being a strong leader is necessary to achieve both of these goals. At Deloitte Haskins
and Sells, I was quickly promoted to manage part of the audit team. I was in place to be the first
female to run the Merrill Lynch audit when I realized I could no longer stomach working on
Wall Street. In San Diego, I ended up managing the studio where I was merely hired as an
aerobics instructor. In the Boulder office, I was the Juvenile, County Court and Intern
supervisor. My role as supervisor was not an official title and did not come with any extra
money rather it was my desire to support and mentor interns and younger lawyers that helped me
evolve into those roles. In addition to my financial experience on Wall Street, I was hired to
manage a small personal business in San Diego. I was the Student Body Association Treasurer
in law school. Presently, I am the Chair of the Executive Impact Board in Boulder which is
tasked with managing a million dollar plus budget. I have not managed a $100 million dollar
budget but the experiences listed above and my management style of surrounding myself with
people who have expertise in areas where I may not make me completely confident that I will
successfully manage all aspects of the CSPD.

It was not until I interned in the Golden office that I found a cause and a career to be
passionate about. I still vividly remember my tears when one of my juvenile clients got
committed and how working on the Petrosky Capital case was the most meaningful thing I had
ever done. Doug appointed me to be the Boulder Office Head in September of 2012. My main
goal as office head is to support all of my people in their work representing the indigent. I strive
to have open communication and to be a decision maker who seeks input but is responsible for
ultimate decision-making. Twenty-two years later, I cannot imagine doing anything else with
my law degree but indigent criminal defense.
It was my role as co-chair of the communications committee that sparked my desire to
apply to be the State Public Defender. This committee was the result of a strategic planning day
at the State Office. Communication was identified as a critical issue needing to be addressed by
the system. Maureen Cain and I gathered a committee of attorneys, investigators and admin
from a cross section of small/large, metro/rural offices who identified issues, brainstormed
solutions and ultimately presented to the leadership team. Being part of that process afforded
me a real opportunity to look at our system, how it has developed over the last 20 years and look
at where it needs and should go from here.
In this brief statement, I am hoping I have conveyed my passion about indigent criminal
defense and the Colorado State Public Defender system. My intention was to share aspects of
my experience that would not otherwise be evident yet I have not been able to share all of my
experiences that make me an excellent choice for the next State Public Defender or my strategies
and goals for moving this great system forward. I look forward to the opportunity to meet with
the commission to elaborate on the information here and provide more detail on why I am the
right choice for the next Colorado State Public Defender.

